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A large-area amorphous silicon (a-Si) membrane on an oxidized wafer (SiO2/Si) is detached from the

substrate by dissolving the sandwiched oxide layer using hydrofluoric acid solution (HF/H2O). Due to

the atomic disorder in the structure of a-Si, the rate of molecular diffusion inside the a-Si film and

etching of the oxide layer is not uniform over the film; thus, certain over-susceptible spots for etchant

infiltration starts to locally detach. Using an in situ optical microscope, initially the detached region is

observed to be buckled as a circular dome-shaped protuberance, which then forms wrinkles around the

rim of the a-Si bubble. Around the rim, the deformation pattern was strongly dependant on the

thickness h of the film, where the number of facets in the engendered petal-like patterns decreased

with the increasing h. The tension-induced wrinkling in a-Si membranes was analytically and

semi-quantitatively examined, and we conclude that the formation of peripheral corrugation is

primarily due to the upward stretching force exerted by the underlying droplet composed of etchant

and etching byproducts. The understanding of the elastic instability in ultrathin membranes could be

extended to direct measurement of the fundamental properties in mechanically inferior systems.
Introduction

Ultrathin membranes have been utilized in wide applications

involving biosensors for molecular detection,1 charge- or size-

based filters,2,3 protein transport nanochannels,4 air-breathing

fuel cells,5,6 artificial tissues,7 and electronic devices on a flexible

substrate.8 By the versatility of the transfer printing technique,

electronics composed of heterogeneous nano-membranes in

a three dimensional structure on wide classes of substrates have

been especially exploited.9 Recently, high performance silicon

integrated circuits and graphene on flexible substrates has been

accomplished through sacrificial layer removal and transfer

printing technique.10,11 However, the inferior mechanical prop-

erties of most ultrathin membranes require extremely careful

handling, which has been the major reason as to why a technique

for dealing with the membranes without applying any damages

has become one of the essential issues for further mass-produc-

tion of membrane-based electronics.

In transfer printing, nanomaterials are first detached from

a rigid wafer. During the detachment process, becoming free and

unstable, it is highly probable that the detached membrane

undergoes mechanical deformations; thus, fundamental under-

standing of the membrane instability during the detachment

process is highly necessitated. The physics on deformations
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including buckling and wrinkling of a thin sheet have been

studied for a long time.12 Nonetheless, it is not easy to apply the

theoretical approaches to various kinds of deformations with

corresponding complex geometry in the nano scale since they are

described by a set of nonlinear partial differential equations,

known as the F€oppl–von Karman equations.13

In this article, we have chosen ultrathin amorphous silicon

(a-Si) membranes on oxidized wafers as a model system to

investigate the instability of a film during the detachment. Free

a-Si membranes were obtained through etching the wafer by

exposing the samples to a HF/H2O etchant that penetrates the

structure of a-Si. The full courses of the a-Si film detachment was

closely observed using an in situ optical microscope during the

HF/H2O etching and our research especially focused on inves-

tigating the unique membrane deformations in the early stages of

the detachment, which has still remained unexplored.

The rate of film detachment is not identical over a sample due

to the variation of atomic density in an a-Si film. Thus, several

over-susceptible areas for the HF permeation in an a-Si film are

locally detached at first, initiating the formations of a-Si bubbles

(with a domelike buckled shape) in a few mm-scale radius

L randomly distributed over the film. The size of an a-Si bubble

increases as the etching time t increases, and the aspect of the

membrane deformation changes when L T Lc, the critical radius

of a-Si bubbles that can tolerate the formation of bubbles

without any facet developments. As the process continued,

symmetric facets and distinct wrinkles gradually appeared

around the edge of the bubble, forming a petal-like pattern.

Employing the classical theory of elastic stability12,13 and scaling

rules describing wavelength of wrinkles under tension,13,14 the

relationship between the corrugation pattern and several

geometrical factors such as film thickness h and the size of
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256 | 3249
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a bubble were examined. For thicker membranes, the number of

wrinkles N decreased while the wavelength of the initial wrinkles

at the rim of a bubble (2pLc/N) increased over time.
Experimental procedures

The sacrificial layer of 300 nm-thick silicon dioxide was grown on

a silicon wafer by dry oxidation, followed by the deposition of

undoped hydrogenated a-Si film through plasma enhanced

chemical vapor deposition (PE-CVD) system from a gas mixture

of SiH4, He, and H2 at 280 �C. The samples with 100, 200, 300,

and 400 nm-thick a-Si films were separately prepared, and the

residual stress in deposited a-Si films generated during the PE-

CVD process was measured using a FLX 2320 stress measure-

ment system (KLA Tencor) with a precision of �5 GPa. The

prepared 30 � 30 mm a-Si/SiO2/Si samples were immersed in

concentrated 49% hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution to dissolve the

sandwiched sacrificial oxide layer and, consequently, detach the

a-Si membranes.

Two separate permeation modes of etching reagent to the oxide

can be expected: passing through the top a-Si layer directly or

through the side edges of a sample. To exclude the infiltration of

etchant into the oxide at the side edges of a sample, the edges were

fully covered with silver paste so that the reagent transfer system is

solely controlled by the diffusion throughout the a-Si layer.

The full phases of the film detachment were observed utilizing

a digital camera mounted on an in situ optical microscope

(Olympus BX-51). As the etching reaction was veiled with

a transparent cover to protect the lens of the microscope from the

attack by HF, the magnification of membrane patterns was

limited by the experimental apparatus. In the course of data

analysis, the size of a bubble was measured using an image

processing software, Image J on Windows operating system.

During the in situ investigation, the values of Lc, the critical

radius at the onset of facet development at the rim of a-Si

bubbles, were obtained using a reverse calculation method. Due

to the little variation in the symmetry of the a-Si bubbles, the

detached areas on the substrate by the formation of a-Si bubbles

were manually acquired through Image J, and then the mean Lc

was estimated.
Fig. 1 300 nm-thick a-Si films being separated from a bulk wafer during

the gradual removal of a sacrificial oxide layer. (a) and (b) images

acquired at the etch time t ¼ 30 min, showing the formation of bubbles.

(c) and (d) images obtained at t ¼ 45 min, showing that more number of

bubbles appear and wrinkles of a bubble become further distinct. (e) and

(f) images are obtained at t ¼ 60 min, showing that the shape transition

of bubbles to a dendritic form and several contiguous grown bubbles

unify. (g) and (h) images are acquired at t ¼ 90 min, showing that more

area is detached and bubbles lose their symmetry. (i) and (j) images are

acquired at t ¼ 105 min, in which films are almost completely detached.

(k) and (l) images are obtained at t ¼ 120 min, in which film detachment

is finished.
Results and discussion

To better understand the mechanics during the film detachment,

we observed the full courses of the film detachment. Fig. 1(a) to

1(l) are the images achieved during the detachment of 300 nm-

thick a-Si films. The oxide etching reagent may locally infiltrate

in advance through the regions of which atomic structure is

sparse or distinctively favorable for molecules to permeate

through. If the etchant first reaches into the underlying silicon

dioxide at a certain site, the oxide at that specific region would

be readily etched15 and the section of the a-Si layer appears as

a dark mark (indicated by an arrow in Fig. 1(b)). The size of the

dark mark increases with respect to the etching time t, whilst the

mark clearly forms a circular dome-shaped a-Si bubble,

detached from a substrate by the partial removal of the oxide

below the bubble.

Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) show the radial development of the

wrinkles around the rim of the bubble as the bubble gradually
3250 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256 This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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grows. The density of the bubbles increases and each wrinkle

becomes further conspicuous to be a distinct branch as t

increases (Fig. 1(c) and 1(d)). The shape then evolves to be

a dendritic one as a single branch separates into two parts and

some adjacent individually detached regions are merged

(Fig. 1(e) and 1(f)). Fig. 1(g) and 1(h) represent the following

phase, where the a-Si film is more widely detached and the

budged structure collapses, becoming no longer symmetric. The

films shown in Fig. 1(i) and 1(j) are mostly detached from

the mother wafers, where Fig. 1(k) and 1(l) lastly exhibit the

completely detached films from the substrates, which are

partially suspended. In order to obtain a robust large-area

membrane, stopping the etching process at around the phase

described in Fig. 1(k) to 1(l) is most preferable, since highly

suspended films produced from too much dipping time are

subject to tearing apart during a film transfer.

The evolved patterns similar to those of dendritic and

collapsed structures in the detached a-Si membrane shown in

Fig. 1(g–i) were found in other material systems and the under-

lying physics of their formations were extensively studied.16–18 A.

S. Argon et al. showed the formation of analogous blisters in as-

deposited coatings of SiC on Si substrates under bi-axial

compressive tension.16 They examined the evolution of a large

buckled blister in a SiC layer during the process of delamination,

of which the circumferential buckling wavelength is related to the

elastic properties of SiC layer and residual stress, governed by the

Euler buckling relation of thin strips. Later, G. Gioia et al.

construed the formation of buckled structures by purposely

induced compressive stress on blisters of SiC diaphragms in the

energy perspective: the folding patterns in SiC layers are

produced to minimize the total energy of the diaphragm, which is

the sum of membraneous and bending energies.17 S. Edmonson

et al. also reported large blisters with serious wrinkles in ultrathin

polymer films (15–25 nm-thick PGMA, poly glycidyl methacry-

late).18 They showed that the structures of the created folding

patterns could be determined by varying the shapes of well-

defined local lateral patterns in the polymer films. Furthermore,

it was explained that the development of the blister ripple is

related with the stiffness and thickness of the polymer layers: the

final ridge width of the blister increased linearly with respect to

the film thickness h. However, directly applying the aforemen-

tioned mechanisms to understand the exact principles of

detachment of ultrathin films using a chemical solution can be

impractical. Therefore, careful observation and analysis on the

full courses of the film detachment from the very initial stage is

highly required.

We particularly focus on the initial formation of an a-Si

bubble and the peripheral wrinkling on the bubble. A remarkable

feature is revealed in Fig. 2, demonstrating a typical evolution of

the wrinkles around a-Si bubbles for a range of membrane

thickness from 200 to 400 nm. The shape transition of an a-Si

bubble can be categorized into several steps: first, a locally

detached film section forms a circular domelike shape (Fig. 2(a),

2(d), and 2(g)); next, facets slowly appear around the edge of the

bubble (Fig. 2(b), 2(e), and 2(h)) as more area is detached from

the substrate with increasing t for L � Lc. The average values of

measured Lc were 32.48, 39.16, and 42.04 mm, respectively, for

200, 300, and 400 nm-thick a-Si membranes. Lastly, facets

gradually become more distinct with the developing peripheral
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
wrinkles on the bubbles and leading formation of petal-like

patterns with a perfect 10, 7, and 5-fold symmetry, respectively

(Fig. 2(c), 2(f), and 2(i)).

Diffusion of HF and H2O molecules occur throughout the top

a-Si films with little effects on silicon,16 when the samples are

immersed in the HF solution. The etching reagent reaches the

oxide layer, thereby etching the oxide according to the following

reaction:19,20

SiO2 (solid) + 6HF (aqueous) /

H2SiF6 (aqueous) + 2H2O (liquid) (1)

SiO2 (solid) + 4HF (gas) or 2H2F2 (gas) /

SiF4 (gas) + 2H2O (gas) (2)

Fig. 3(a) represents the schematic illustration of the chemical

reactions during the etching process of SiO2 layer underneath

the a-Si membrane, leading to the formation of a-Si bubbles.

Owing to the local dissolution of SiO2 and infiltration of HF/

H2O etching reagent into the space below the detached a-Si film,

a droplet ((i) in Fig. 3(b)) composed of water, HF, and aqueous

etching byproduct H2SiF6 is yielded and trapped below the

bubble. By the truncated spherical droplet kept below the a-Si

bubble, oxide etching is, performed around the bottom edge of

the droplet with no directional preference at the early stages,

and the a-Si bubble grows maintaining the incipient circular

shape.21 As shown in Fig. 2, wrinkles gradually develop around

the rim of the circular bubble as t and the size of the bubble

increase.

Whereas the previous models in references16–18 suggest that the

formation of buckles is solely dependent on the stress-related

delamination of the membrane, we have identified two distinct

elements that are responsible for the evolution of petal-like

patterns in a-Si membrane. Sources of the intriguing pattern of

the a-Si bubble with peripheral wrinkles can include: (1) residual

compressive stress induced during the PE-CVD of the top a-Si

film and (2) upward lifting and radial stretching effect in the

bubble caused by the underlying H2O/HF/H2SiF6 solution

droplet inside the bubble.

During the deposition of a-Si film through PE-CVD process,

a residual compressive stress s was induced in the deposited film.

This compressive stress created a uniformly distributed radial

compressive force Fr to be exerted from the edge to the center of

a bubble as the film is detached and becomes free from

a substrate. We first assume a locally detached membrane, below

which the silicon dioxide layer is circularly removed, as an ideal

circular plate with clamped edge and only Fr is responsible for the

deformations. The critical radial compressive force Fr, the

minimum force required to buckle the film, is calculated based on

the classical theory of elastic stability12 as

Fr cr ¼
14:68 D

L2
(3)

where D is the flexural rigidity (also called as the bending stiff-

ness) of a film described as D ¼ Eh3/12(1 � n2) (E is Young’s

modulus and n is Poisson ratio). Given Fr ¼ s$2pL$h and using

literature values of E z 80 � 20 GPa and n z 0.22,22 the

membrane is buckled when L reaches Lc_buckling, the critical

radius for the membrane to be firstly buckled as a domelike shape
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256 | 3251
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Fig. 2 Images showing the evolution of peripheral wrinkles around the rim of bubbles as t increases. The thickness of films h is 200, 300, and 400 nm,

respectively, for (a)–(c), (d)–(f), and (g)–(i). Initially, the locally detached films form a shape of circular domelike pattern ((a), (d), and (g)). As t increases

with L T Lc, facets slowly appeared ((b), (e), and (h)) and, then, the wrinkles around the rim of bubbles become distinct ((c), (f), and (i)). The scale bars in

images indicate 50 mm.
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Lc buckling ¼ 1:3273

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D

sh

r
¼ 1:3273

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Eh2

12ð1� n2Þs

s

¼ 2:539� 103

�
h2

s

�1
3

When L T Lc_buckling, membranes cannot tolerate the compres-

sive force any more, and the stress is released by generating out-

of-plane displacement. Since s was measured as approximately

�330 � 5, �310 � 5, and �300 � 5 GPa, respectively for 200,

300, and 400 nm-thick films, the estimated values of Lc_buckling

for the films of corresponding thickness are 12.57, 16.81, and

20.59 mm individually. However, bubbles with a radius below

5 mm were easily observed in the entire in situ experiments, and it

was not observed that the size was dependent on the film’s

thickness. The discrepancy between the estimated Lc_buckling and

measured value means that the residual radial compressive stress

on a bubble does not mainly dominate the bubble formation, and

additional sources should be considered as contributing factors

to the membrane deformation.

Being detached from a substrate, an a-Si membrane can be

somewhat expanded as the residual stress is released. Volker

Ziebart et al.23 investigated the buckling of an expanded square

SiN membrane, which was compressively prestressed during the

PE-CVD process of the SiN. Since the distance from the center to
3252 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256
corner of a square membrane is longer than that from the center

to other edges, buckles were strongly generated near each corner

by larger strain dissipation than other regions. On the other

hand, our a-Si film is detached circularly and, thus, the corre-

sponding expansion of a circular membrane cannot be related

with the radially developed deformation near the edges of an a-Si

bubble. Hence, the intriguing membrane deformation shown on

the rim of a bubble can be understood as not to be buckling, by

compression, but to be wrinkling, by stretching.14

The model to explain the wrinkling evolution at the rim of an

a-Si bubble is illustrated in Fig. 3(b). As described in the sche-

matic, an a-Si bubble is propped up by an underlying H2O/HF/

H2SiF6 solution droplet and forms a circular dome shape. The

solution drop inside this bubble has a little wetting due to the

hydrophobic nature with a-Si membrane and Si substrate,

causing the drop to ball up highly and stretch the a-Si bubble

upward tightly. The quantity of liquid influx by HF and water

molecules into the a-Si bubble is larger than that of the outflux

and, therefore, the droplet and the bubble initially grows grad-

ually. The net flux of etching agent determines the size of the

underlying drop and the angle q, by which the detached a-Si

membrane is deflected from the original flat position as indicated

in Fig. 3. The rate of liquid flux, both the inward and outward

direction, has an inverse relationship to h. The difference

between the liquid influx and outflux is greater for thinner

membranes, meaning that more liquid droplets remain below the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 3 (a) Schematic representation of the chemical reaction during the

initial stages of wet etching process of SiO2 layer by HF. (b) Illustration

depicts the formation of a bubble with 10 wrinkles. (i) indicates an

underlying H2O/HF/H2SiF6 solution droplet inside an a-Si bubble. By

hydrophobic surface of the a-Si bubble, the drop balls up highly and

propped up the bubble. L and q are also described in the figure.

Fig. 4 (a) A H2O/HF/H2SiF6 solution droplet is trapped below the

locally detached film and induces the bubble to have a circular shape. The

image is obtained when a bubble is highly grown that an underlying

droplet is vivid. A black curved line inside a bulged film designates the

liquid drop. The thickness of the film is 300 nm. (b) Several liquid

droplets lie down between an almost fully detached a-Si film and

a substrate. (i) indicates an underlying liquid drop below the film and (ii)

is gaseous byproduct captured inside the droplet. The thickness of the

film is 350 mm. (c) Upwardly swelled 100 nm-thick a-Si film by gaseous

byproduct from etching reagent. The degree of swelling by generated

vapor pressure is the most distinct by the lowest thickness of the film in

this work. The density of bubbles is so high that most bubbles merge

rapidly and lose their initial circular shape.
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thinner membranes. A smaller amount of liquid droplet exists

below the thicker membranes, which is the reason why the

induced bubbles show smaller q and lower uplifting for the case

of thicker membranes as compared to thinner membranes.

Fig. 4(a) shows a trapped droplet inside an a-Si bubble clearly.

The shape of the droplet is observed as a black closed curved line

inside the a-Si bubble. The detached a-Si film in Fig. 4(a) is

partially collapsed because the droplet cannot support the film

any more and the collapsed part, the rim of the a-Si bubble,

forms buckles. Fig. 4(b) represents several droplets observed

when an a-Si film is fully detached.

In addition to the solution droplet, vapor pressure, induced by

HF and gaseous byproduct SiF4 of the etching reaction, also

stretches the detached light membrane upward.24 Fig. 4(c) pres-

ents 100 nm-thick a-Si bubbles highly swelled by volatile gas

production. The resistance to the upward stretching is small

owing to the low thickness of the film and, hence, q enlarges from

the vapor pressure blowing up the bubbles highly. Since most

bubbles merge and then lose the incipient circular shape in

a short initial transient due to the excessive density of bubbles in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
the case of 100 nm-thick membranes, we exclude the quantitative

analysis on the 100 nm-thick bubbles. Some amount of gaseous

byproduct is trapped inside a H2O/HF/H2SiF6 solution droplet

as shown in Fig. 4(b)-ii.

Fig. 5 reveals a strong evidence leading to the fact that the

formation of wrinkles can be primarily attributed to the uplifting

force exerted on the a-Si film from the trapped byproducts

underneath the a-Si membrane. It represents 100 nm-thick a-Si

bubbles that were under ambient conditions during 24 h, from

which a solution drop and gases inside the bubbles had diffused

out. Whereas all the other bubbles presented in this article were

formed by soaking the samples in HF/H2O solution, only

bubbles on Fig. 5 were originally obtained by exposing samples

under gaseous HF/H2O conditions for approximately 20 s. The

bubbles collapsed as the substances inside the bubbles leaked out

at air conditions. Hence, the subsidence of the a-Si bubbles

indicates that the formation of the bubble is dominated by the

gaseous and liquid propping substances trapped in the bubbles,

rather than the residual compressive stress. Prior to being

exposed to the ambient conditions, all the bubbles in Fig. 5(a) to

5(c) had no wrinkles. However, bubbles large enough (Fig. 5(b)

and 5(c)) generated several symmetrically arranged petals around

the rim of the bubbles during their subsidence. We consider that

bubbles were somewhat grown even at ambient air by the etching

reagent leftover inside the bubbles until the extinction of HF,

leading to the development of wrinkles. The smallest bubble
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256 | 3253
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Fig. 5 Collapsed 100 nm-thick a-Si bubbles after being under ambient conditions during 24 h. The small a-Si bubble shown in (a) collapsed maintaining

its original circular shape. On the other hand, the larger bubbles in (b) and (c) evolve to a petal-like formation during their subsidence. Larger bubbles

generate more number of petals, and 8 and 12 petals are formed, respectively, for the bubbles in (b) and (c).
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shown in Fig. 5(a) collapsed retaining its beginning circular

shape; but, larger bubbles in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c) evolved, respec-

tively, 8 and 12 petals. As the size of the bubble increased, the

number of petals also increased.

While an a-Si bubble is exposed to HF/H2O, the H2O/HF/

H2SiF6 solution droplet inside the bubble and the corresponding

a-Si bubble progressively grow in size. Owing to the increasing

underlying droplet and vapor pressure, the bubble is gradually

uplifted and consequent q is also slowly enlarged. By the uplift-

ing, the bubble is radially stretched with a radial stretching strain

g and a radial stress sr exerted radially on the bubble. To alle-

viate the increasing strain, wrinkling is gradually engendered

radially around the near edge of the bubble with wavelength l as

the bubble grows with respect to t, and such relationship can be

explicitly explained through the equation as follows:14

l e�D

sr

�1=4

r1=2; (5)

where r is the radial coordinate from the center of a bubble. We

approximate the shape of a bubble to be a shallow circular cone,

which has a bottom radius L and a height L$tan q. From this

approximation, resulting sr can be described as

sr � Eg/L2,(L > 0) (6)

where a radial stretching strain g is denoted as

g ¼ 1� cos q

cos q
: (7)

Here, the stretching strain can be expressed as the ratio of total

deformation to the initial dimension of the material body subject

to the applied force. Hence, that radial stretching strain g can be

simplified as

g ¼ dL

Lb

¼ La � La cos q

La cos q
¼ 1� cos q

cos q
;

where Lb is the radius of the bubble before being stretched and La

is the radius of the streched bubble. In the early growth phase

(before the wrinkles are developed), q and corresponding g are

progressively increased. When such a membrane is subject to

a stretching strain, it stays tightly stretched for g < gc, a critical

stretching strain. Further stretching triggers the membrane to

wrinkle.14 Using the proposed geometric simplification, we

formulate l to be
3254 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256
l e rh3=4

ðð1� n2ÞgÞ1=4
¼ rh3=4

ðð1� n2Þð1� cos qÞ=cos qÞ1=4
(8)

and, as l ¼ 2pr/N, corresponding N

N ¼ 2pr

l e ðð1� n2ÞgÞ1=4

h3=4
¼ ðð1� n2Þð1� cos qÞ=cos qÞ1=4

h3=4
(9)

Since stretching force is much more distributed in a transversal

direction to r as L increases, radial stress decreases (eqn (6)) and

wavelength increases as more distant from the center of a bubble

(eqn (5) and eqn (8)) at a small range of q. Since a thicker bubble

has lower q and, consequently, lower g (by larger stretching

resistance and larger liquid outflux from the bubble), the number

of wrinkles N in eqn (9) decreases with increasing h.

Fig. 6(a) exhibits the experimental results of N and l at r � L

for the growing bubbles as a function of Lh3/4((1� cosq)/cosq)�1/4.

The obtained data for different bubbles with different h and N

collapses onto a single line (the dashed line on Fig. 6(a)),

which confirms the theoretically estimated scaling in eqn (8) l �
Lh3/4((1 � cosq)/cosq)�1/4 and supports the above simplified

tension-governing model. A similar modeling on the relationship

between the thickness of the film and generated wavelength of the

delaminated structure was suggested in previous research of

liquid blister test by J. Chopin et al.25 Specifically, they investi-

gated the instability of blisters on a thin elastic sheet adhering to

a stiff substrate generated by imposing a vertical displacement at

the center of the sheet in macroscopic scale. Interestingly, it can

be seen that despite the different inherent material properties and

binding forces between the substrate and thin films used in the

liquid blister test and our experiments, similar relationships exist

between the wavelength of the engendered deformations and the

exerted uplifting force. For a comparative analysis, the appro-

priate data set are retrieved from the work of J. Chopin et al. and

re-calculated by eqn (8). The results using the data sets of low

density polyethylene film (LDPE) and polypropylene film (PP)

are plotted on the top right corner of Fig. 6(a): as the values of

Lh3/4((1 � cosq)/cosq)�1/4 increased from 70 to 80 mm, the esti-

mated values of wavelength for a 30 mm-thick LDPE film

increased from 5.568 to 10.709 mm; for a 40 mm-thick PP film,

the values increased from 12.899 to 15.475 mm. It can be seen

that the slopes of the fitted lines are lower for LDPE and PP films

as compared to that of the a-Si films. It can be intuitively pre-

dicted that the difference in their bending modulus D in eqn (5),
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
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Fig. 6 (a) Wavelength l and the number of wrinkles N at the near

edge of a bubble as a function of Lh3/4((1 � cosq)/cosq)�1/4. Note that

l� Lh3/4((1� cosq)/cosq)�1/4 in accordance with eqn (8) which is obtained

from our simplified model with geometrical approximation and exclusion

of other factors save for radially induced tension T on a bubble. The

dashed line fitted using least-squares analyses l ¼ 2.2 � 104 Lh3/4((1 �
cosq)/cosq)�1/4. The scattered points with linear approximation on the top

right corner represent the data set taken from ref. 25 and re-calculated

using eqn (8) to comparatively analyze the properties of other films in the

macro scale. The open squares and circles represent the results for 30 mm-

thick LDPE and 40 mm-thick PP films, respectively. The dash-dotted

and solid lines fitted using least-squares analyze lb ¼ 66 Lh3/4((1 � cosq)/

cosq)�1/4 and lg ¼ 36 Lh3/4((1 � cosq)/cosq)�1/4, respectively. (b) l at r z
L z Lc as a function of h. (c) 2pLc with respect to h.
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which includes the elastic modulus and poisson’s ratio, played

a substantial role in determining the rate of wrinkle development

and the consequent values of the wavelengths. In addition, the

interfacial bonding strength in our a-Si/SiO2/Si system and in

Chopin’s system of different polymer films/adhesion layer/

substrate is dissimilar. In the liquid blister test the interfacial

layer between the polymer films and the substrate is composed of

liquid ethanol, which adds a sliding nature of the polymer films,

but a-Si membranes are firmly bonded to the Si substrate via

SiO2-based interfacial layer. Hence, the resistive force against

mechanic deformation is much greater in our sample of tightly

bonded a-Si/SiO2/Si interface. Nonetheless, the similarity in the

linear tendency proposes that our suggested model can be

expanded from ultrathin nano-scale a-Si membranes to macro-

scale polymer layers, meaning that it can be applicable to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2010
describe the complex mechanical fundamentals during mem-

braneous deformations of other materials.

Fig. 6(b) shows the experimental data of N and l at r � Lc as

a function of h. The membranes for different h generate bubbles

with different N: 200 nm-thick membranes produced 9 or 10

wrinkles, 300 nm-thick membranes produced 6 or 7 wrinkles, and

400 nm-thick membranes produced 4 or 5 wrinkles. The varia-

tion of N within the same h can be primarily attributed to a little

deviation of atomic density in the a-Si membranes, which can

affect the membrane properties including E and n. However, all

the cases generally satisfy the linear relationship between l and

Lh3/4((1 � cosq)/cosq)�1/4. Fig. 6(c) represents 2pLc as a function

of h. As a bubble increases (as L increases), both q and g grad-

ually increase in the early stage. When L � Lc, q reaches qc, the

critical value of q in the present study, and the consequent g also

reaches gc; then, wrinkles are engendered in a bubble to

accommodate gc. The correspondence of Lc with h is governed by

the kinetics in diffusion process of etchant through the

membrane. The quantity of liquid droplets entrapped inside an a-

Si bubble is larger in thinner membranes compared to thicker

membranes. The higher influx rate, hence the higher growth rate

of the bubble in thinner membranes contributes to fast reaching

of Lc, qc, and in turn, gc. On the contrary, the lower growth rate

in thicker membranes allows bubbles to obtain larger Lc. Thus,

as depicted in Fig. 6(c), the onset of bubble radius to start

wrinkling Lc increases with h.

For the analysis of these results in energy perspective, we follow

E. Cerda et al.26 in modeling the mechanical deformations during

the initial evolution stages of a-Si films. For L < Lc (in other

words g < gc), the rim of an a-Si bubble tolerates the radial strain

g and stays tightly stretched. However, as L approaches Lc, the

enlarged uplifting force causes q and consequent g to increases,

and the formation of wrinkles starts as to alleviate the radial

strain g. The wavelength of the developed wrinkles is determined

from a minimization of the stretching along their length and

bending transverse to the wrinkles. The total elastic energy can be

described as Utot¼Ub + Us,
26 where Ub is elastic potential energy

due to bending transverse to the tension-field (out-of-plane

deformation transverse to the folds) and Us is elastic potential

energy due to stretching along the tension-field (in-plane defor-

mation along the folds). A radially developed strain on an a-Si

bubble contributes to Us in the membrane, and it can be alleviated

by triggering the wrinkles when g� gc.
14 In a shorter wavelength,

Ub is augmented further, while strain and Us is released further

since the amplitude of the wrinkles decreases as the wavelength

decreases. The wavelength of the wrinkles is balanced in the way

of attaining the minimization of Utot ¼ Ub + Us. Ub is far more

sensitive to the thickness of a membrane than Us;
23 thus, if the

wavelength of the wrinkles in the thicker a-Si bubbles decreases

greatly, Ub and eventually Utot increase greatly due to their higher

bending stiffness. Accordingly, the thicker a-Si bubble generates

wrinkles with longer wavelengths than the thinner one as

exhibited in Fig. 2 and Fig. 6(b).
Conclusions

We performed the detachment of a large-area a-Si membrane

through the removal of the sacrificial oxide layer below the

objective film and precisely observed the striking tension-field
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 3249–3256 | 3255
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phenomenon occurred in the detachment. The peripheral

corrugation in a circular a-Si membrane with a specific three-

dimensional microstructure growing in size with t (we called this

structure as an a-Si bubble) was both quantitatively and quali-

tatively analyzed. The a-Si bubble first grows in a perfect circular

domelike shape by an etchant drop trapped inside the a-Si bubble

and the underlying H2O/HF/H2SiF6 solution droplet inside the

bubble primarily stretched the bubble upward. Then, wrinkles

are gradually engendered peripherally on the bubble for the

minimization of total elastic energy. As t increases further, a-Si

bubbles with petal-like wrinkles progressively grow and/or they

merge with other bubbles, evolving to the buckled and collapsed

structures. The corrugation effect on amorphous silicon

membranes by tension-field during the detachment was exam-

ined based on the physics of elastic stability. The present work

provides a fundamental insight of the elastic instability of a-Si

membranes, which enables us to obtain large-area intact ultra-

thin membranes in mechanically inferior systems through

a transfer printing technique.
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